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Abstract

Oblivious transfer protocol is a basic building block in cryptography

and is used to transfer information from a sender to a receiver in such

a way that, at the end of the protocol, the sender does not know if the

receiver got the message or not.

Since Shor’s quantum algorithm appeared, the security of most of clas-

sical cryptographic schemes has been compromised, as they rely on the

fact that factoring is unfeasible. To overcome this, quantum mechanics

has been used intensively in the past decades, and alternatives resistant

to quantum attacks have been developed in order to fulfill the (potential)

lack of security of a significant number of classical schemes.

In this paper, we present a quantum computationally secure protocol

for bit-string oblivious transfer between two parties, under the assump-

tion of quantum hardness of state distinguishability and the constraint of

performing at most few-qubit measurements (leaving open the question of

general attacks performed on all qubits involved). The protocol is feasible,

in the sense that it is implementable in polynomial time.

1 Introduction

An oblivious transfer protocol involves two parties, a sender (Alice) and a re-

ceiver (Bob). It consists of two phases: the transferring phase and the opening

phase. The goal of the sender is to send a message (in general, a bit-string)
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during the transferring phase, that will not be known to the receiver until the

opening phase, during which the sender reveals the message with probability

1/2. The goal of the receiver is that, upon opening the message, the sender is

oblivious to the fact whether the message was successfully transferred or not.

Although not explicitly stated in the original argument, it is usually assumed

that the receiver knows, at the end of the protocol, if he got the correct message

(see for example [12]).

In classical cryptography, the first oblivious transfer scheme was proposed

by Rabin [37] and is based on the same assumptions as the RSA cryptographic

system. In Rabin’s scheme, the sender sends a message to the receiver that is

able to decrypt it properly with probability 1/2. At the end of the protocol, the

sender remains oblivious to whether or not the receiver got the correct message.

Later, Even, Goldreich, and Lempel [15] formally presented the idea of 1-out-of-

2 oblivious transfer. In 1-out-of-2 oblivious transfer the sender has two messages

to send such that: the receiver gets only one of the two with equal probability;

the sender is oblivious to which message was received. It is clear that from a

1-out-of-2 oblivious transfer protocol, by choosing one of the message at ran-

dom, it is possible to construct an oblivious transfer protocol. Furthermore, it

is possible to reduce 1-out-of-2 oblivious transfer protocol, where the message

is a bit-string, to a single-bit 1-out-of-2 oblivious transfer protocol, first shown

in [6] (see also [13, 7]). Finally, Crépeau showed that Rabin’s oblivious trans-

fer is equivalent to 1-out-of-2 oblivious transfer [12]). This way, a single-bit

oblivious transfer becomes a cryptographic primitive for all different flavors of

oblivious transfer protocols, in classical setting. Moreover, oblivious transfer is

a particularly important primitive as from O(n) instances of a 1-out-of-2 obliv-

ious transfer protocol one can construct a bit-commitment scheme, using the

technique presented in [4].

In the last decades quantum computation has played a crucial role in the

development of cryptographic analysis. The breakthrough of quantum compu-

tation in the realm of cryptography is due to Shor’s factoring algorithm [41].

This algorithm compromises the security of most common public key crypto-

graphic schemes as factoring becomes feasible with a quantum computer. Since

today’s technology is evolving to be able to deal with a larger number of qubits,

a possibility of having affordable and reliable quantum computers in the future

arises, compromising the secrecy of communications and transactions.

The first results in the field of quantum cryptography were made already

back in 1969 by Wiesner, when he introduced the notions of quantum multi-

plexing and quantum money. The former was essentially a 1-out-of-2 oblivious

transfer protocol which was introduced more than a decade later [15] within
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the scope of classical cryptography. Unfortunately, his ideas remained largely

unknown to the general scientific community as he managed to publish his work

only in 1983 [44]. Subsequently, based on similar ideas to those of Wiesner, Ben-

net and Brassard developed their famous BB84 cryptographic protocol for key

distribution [3] , which was shown to be unconditionally secure [29, 42, 34, 39],

in contrast to only computationally secure classical cryptography.

Following the success of quantum cryptography, a significant effort was put

in developing other quantum security protocols that would outperform their

classical counterparts. Unfortunately, a number of no-go results showed the

impossibility of having some of important security primitives unconditionally

secure even in the quantum setting (nevertheless some, such as quantum con-

tract signing, have been shown to be unconditionally secure [36]). First, Lo

and Chau [27, 30], and independently Mayers [33], showed the impossibility of

designing an unconditionally secure quantum bit commitment protocol, unless

relativistic effects are used (see [20, 22, 5]). This resulted in the development of

various practically secure quantum bit commitment protocols using noisy and

bounded memories [43, 40, 24, 35, 5, 31].

Subsequently, Lo showed the same no-go result for a broad class of two-

party security protocols, called “one-sided two-party computations” [28]. As an

immediate corollary to this result follows the impossibility of an unconditionally

secure quantum 1-out-of-2 oblivious transfer, in particular transfer of single bits.

Note that in the classical setting, due to the above mentioned reduction of a

bit commitment to a 1-out-of-2 oblivious transfer, the impossibility of having a

secure bit commitment would imply the impossibility of having a secure single-

bit 1-out-of-2 oblivious transfer as well. In the quantum realm the situation is

more subtle and complicated, and classical reductions may not be valid anymore.

Namely, classical reduction schemes are typically based on a number of ex-

ecutions of one (“more basic”) protocol, to achieve another (“more complex”)

one, where the “simpler” protocol is treated as a black box. In quantum me-

chanics such assumption is generally not valid, as the parties involved in the

protocol are in principle allowed to perform joint measurements on different

“black boxes”, thus compromising the classical reduction schemes. Indeed, al-

though secure quantum single-bit 1-out-of-2 oblivious transfer was shown to

be impossible, a secure quantum single-bit oblivious transfer is possible [18].

This result showed that the two ”flavors” of oblivious transfer protocols are no

longer equivalent in quantum domain, as further elaborated in [17]. The reason

for this is precisely in the fact that the above mentioned Crépeau’s reduction

scheme [12] uses many instances of oblivious transfer protocol in order to con-

struct a 1-out-of-2 protocol, thus making it vulnerable to so-called “coherent
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attacks” (joint measurements). Hence, other cryptographic protocols based on

multiple usage of simpler protocols (as black boxes) have to be reanalyzed when

quantum counterparts are considered. In particular, the use of oblivious transfer

as a building block for more complex cryptographic protocols [6, 23, 16, 32, 11],

and in designing secure multiparty computation schemes, as suggested in re-

cent papers [25, 26]. A possible approach towards rigorous security framework

for complex protocols based on the above mentioned primitives could be taken

along the lines presented in [2, 38], where the so-called universal composability

of quantum key distribution-based schemes was considered.

Further, Kent showed that, although unconditionally secure quantum bit

commitment in not possible, a secure quantum bit-string protocol is [21], thus

showing explicitly the insecurity of classical reduction schemes from a single-bit

to a bit-string protocols (see also a discussion on a slightly different version of

a bit-string commitment [8], as well as a quantum bit-string generation proto-

col [1]). Thus, although there exists an unconditionally secure quantum single-

bit oblivious transfer, a question of a quantum bit-string counterpart stays open.

In this paper we present a polynomial time quantum bit-string oblivious

transfer protocol based on a presumed polynomial hard problem even for a

quantum computer,1 the Quantum State Computational Distinguishability with

Fully Flipped Permutations, denoted by QSCDff , presented in [19]. We prove

the protocol’s security against at most few-qubit coherent attacks, leaving open

the question of most general multi-qubit measurements. To our best knowledge,

this is the first proposal of a concrete quantum realization of a bit-string oblivi-

ous transfer protocol based on a presumably quantum hard problem. QSCDff

is the standard problem of quantum state distinguishability, applied to two par-

ticular quantum states: ⊗k(n)i=1
1√
2
(|σi〉 + |σi ◦ π〉) and ⊗k(n)i=1

1√
2
(|σi〉 − |σi ◦ π〉),

where σi ∈ Sn, π ∈ Kn are permutations (Kn is the set of all permutation in Sn
of order 2, such that π(i) 6= i for all i), and k is some polynomial, such that for

each state the array of σi-s is chosen at random. In the same paper, the authors

discuss how one can explore the indistinguishability of these quantum states

in the scope of cryptography and propose a cryptographic public key scheme

that, under the hardness assumption of QSCDff , is secure against polynomial

quantum adversaries using π as a trapdoor.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in the next section we present

the basic notions, problems, notation and results used in the rest of the paper.

We also show the equivalence between a previously known algorithm, used in

[19], and a particular orthogonal measurement that is used to prove the security

1A problem is polynomially hard if there is no polynomial time algorithm for solving it.
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of our protocol, under the assumption that QSCDff is polynomially hard for

quantum computers. In Section 3 we present our protocol for a bit-string obliv-

ious transfer and analyze its correctness and security. In Section 4 we present

the conclusions.

2 Preliminaries

We use a binary alphabet Σ = {0, 1} and strings of length `, which are elements

of Σ`. The group Sn is the set of all permutations over the set {1, . . . , n}, whose

elements we denote by Greek letters σ, τ, δ, . . ., together with the composition

operation ◦.2 In the rest of the paper we assume n to be of the form 2(2m+ 1),

for some m ∈ N.

Example 1 Consider n = 6 and σ ∈ S6 defined as σ(1) = 2, σ(2) = 3, σ(3) =

1, σ(4) = 5, σ(5) = 4 and σ(6) = 6. We represent this permutation as σ =

(1 2 3)(4 5), where (1 2 3) and (4 5) represent the orbits of elements of {1, . . . 6}.
The orbit of i ∈ {1, . . . , n} with respect to σ is (i σ(i) . . . σj(i)), where the

superscript is the number of times σ is applied to element i, and j is the smallest

integer such that σ(σj(i)) = i.

Notice that this representation is not unique, and we can represent this same

σ as (4 5)(1 2 3) or (5 4)(2 3 1).

Given a permutation σ ∈ Sn, other than the identity, one can decompose

it into a sequence of transpositions, i.e., elementary permutations that only

exchange two elements. It is easy to see that such decomposition is not unique,

but the number of transpositions, denoted by #(σ), has always the same parity

and hence one can define the sign of a permutation σ as sgn(σ) = (−1)#(σ).

Example 2 Consider σ as defined in Example 1. Three possible decompositions

of σ in terms of transpositions (derived from the three given representations) are

(1 3)(1 2)(4 5) and (4 5)(1 3)(1 2) and (5 4)(2 1)(2 3), and all of them have

parity 1.

One can, in fact, show that if a permutation σ generates L orbits of elements

from {1, . . . , n} of lengths `1, . . . , `L then #(σ) =
∑L
i=1(`i−1). In our case, the

representation of σ in Example 1 has orbits of length 3 and 2, hence #(σ) =

(3− 1) + (2− 1) = 3. The same σ was represented in this example with 3 orbits

of length 2, hence #(σ) = 3× (2− 1) = 3.

2Formally, each permutation σ ∈ Sn is a bijective function over {1, . . . , n}.
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Since |Sn| = n! one needs log(n!) =
∑n
i=1 log i ≤ n log n ∈ O(n log n) bits

to represent each σ ∈ Sn. Note that Sn consists of two sets of equal size:

En containing the even permutations (i.e., permutations with sign 1), and its

complement On consisting of all odd permutations. Hence Sn = En ∪On.

As in [19], we consider the following subset of Sn:

Kn =
{
π ∈ Sn : π ◦ π = idn and π(i) 6= i,∀i ∈ {1, · · · , n}

}
.

Example 3 One can see that the permutation σ of Example 1 is not in K6 as

σ ◦ σ 6= idn, e.g., σ ◦ σ(1) = σ(2) = 3 6= 1. We also do not have σ(i) 6= i for

i = 6.

As an example of a permutation in K6 we have π = (1 2)(3 6)(4 6).

One can immediately see that for an even n, any permutation π ∈ Kn can

always be decomposed into n/2 transpositions since each element i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
has to appear in (at least) one transposition (otherwise π(i) = i), and appears

only once, as π2 = idn. Given that we assumed n = 2(2m + 1), we have that

π ∈ Kn if and only if it can be written as an odd number of transpositions and

hence π ∈ On.

A counting argument revels that the size of Kn is:

|Kn| =

(
n

n/2

)(n
2

)
! =

n!(n
2

)
!
.

Let n ∈ N and π ∈ Kn, and consider the Hilbert space Hn = span{|σ〉 : σ ∈
Sn}, such that for all σ and σ′, 〈σ|σ′〉 = δσ,σ′ . Let |ψ±π (σ)〉 = 1√

2
(|σ〉 ± |σ ◦ π〉).

Notice that for every π the set {|ψ±π (σ)〉 : σ ∈ En} is an orthonormal basis.

Indeed, we have that〈
ψ±π (σ)|ψ±π (σ′)

〉
=

1

2
(〈σ|σ′〉 ± 〈σ|σ′ ◦ π〉 ± 〈σ ◦ π|σ′〉+ 〈σ ◦ π|σ′ ◦ π〉)

is either 1, when σ = σ′, or 0 otherwise. This is because σ, σ′ ∈ En and π ∈ On,

and consequently 〈σ|σ′ ◦ π〉 = 〈σ ◦ π|σ′〉 = 0.

On the other hand〈
ψ±π (σ)|ψ∓π (σ′)

〉
=

1

2
(〈σ|σ′〉 ∓ 〈σ|σ′ ◦ π〉 ± 〈σ ◦ π|σ′〉 − 〈σ ◦ π|σ′ ◦ π〉)

is always 0: when σ = σ′, the first and last terms cancel each other, while

the other two terms are always zero. Since |ψ±π (σ)〉 = ±|ψ±π (σ ◦ π)〉, the set

{|ψ±π (σ)〉 : σ ∈ On} is also an orthonormal basis.
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Consider the following quantum states defined in [19]:

ρ+π =
1

2n!

∑
σ∈Sn

(|σ〉+ |σ ◦ π〉)(〈σ|+ 〈σ ◦ π|)

=
1

n!

∑
σ∈Sn

∣∣ψ+
π (σ)

〉〈
ψ+
π (σ)

∣∣
=

2

n!

∑
σ∈En

∣∣ψ+
π (σ)

〉〈
ψ+
π (σ)

∣∣
and

ρ−π =
1

2n!

∑
σ∈Sn

(|σ〉 − |σ ◦ π〉)(〈σ| − 〈σ ◦ π|)

=
1

n!

∑
σ∈Sn

∣∣ψ−π (σ)
〉〈
ψ−π (σ)

∣∣
=

2

n!

∑
σ∈En

∣∣ψ−π (σ)
〉〈
ψ−π (σ)

∣∣.
We are interested in these particular states as they are orthogonal to each

other and hence fully distinguishable, provided one knows which π was used

to prepare them. Without the knowledge of π the problem of distinguishing

these states is believed to be polynomially hard even for quantum computers,

as stated in [19]. First, we state the problem:

Problem 4 (QSCDff) The Quantum State Computational Distinction with

Fully Flipped Permutations Problem, denoted by QSCDff , is defined as:

Instances Two quantum states (ρ+π )⊗k(n) and (ρ−π )⊗k(n) where n = 2(2m+

1) for some m ∈ N, and k is some fixed polynomial, i.e., each state consists

of k(n) copies of ρ+π and ρ−π , respectively.

Question Are (ρ+π )⊗k(n) and (ρ−π )⊗k(n) computationally indistinguishable

if π is unknown, i.e., is the probability of a quantum polynomial time algo-

rithm to be able to distinguish between the states (ρ+π )⊗k(n) and (ρ−π )⊗k(n),

with unknown π, a negligible function?3

The problem QSCDff is closely related to the hidden subgroup problem

over symmetric groups for which no one knows an efficient quantum algorithm

3Note that the Problem could be stated in a more compact way by using mixed states ρ± =∑
π∈Kn

ρ±π /|Kn|. Then, the Question would go as follows: are ρ+ and ρ− computationally

indistinguishable? The choice of somewhat redundant presentation, by explicitly noting that

permutation π is unknown, is chosen to emphasize the role of π as a secret key in our Oblivious

Transfer protocol (see Protocol 13).
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to solve it. In [19] the authors reduced the QSCDff problem to a variant of the

unique graph automorphism problem, that is also presumably hard for quan-

tum computers with polynomial time resources, proving the following hardness

result:

Theorem 5 ([19]) If there exists a polynomial-time quantum algorithm that

solves QSCDff with non-negligible advantage, then there exists a polynomial-

time quantum algorithm that solves the graph automorphism problem in the

worst case for infinitely-many input lengths.

The interesting property that makes this problem suitable for cryptography

is that it has a trapdoor that allows one to efficiently distinguish the states:

one can distinguish, with certainty, (ρ+π )⊗k(n) from (ρ−π )⊗k(n), provided that an

extra piece of information is given, in this case π. Furthermore, when using a

permutation π′ different from the trapdoor π, the probability of distinguishing

these states is the same as plain guessing. In order to present the protocol and

analyze its complexity and security, we need the following obvious proposition:

Proposition 6 The following linear operators are unitary (for all σ, τ, π ∈ Sn):

• Cl◦ =
∑
σ,τ

|σ, σ ◦ τ〉〈σ, τ |;

• Cr◦ =
∑
σ,τ

|σ, τ ◦ σ〉〈σ, τ |;

• Cπ = |0〉〈0| ⊗
∑
σ

|σ〉〈σ|+ |1〉〈1| ⊗
∑
σ

|σ ◦ π〉〈σ|;

• C1 = 12 ⊗
∑
σ 6=π

|σ〉〈σ|+ (|1〉〈0|+ |0〉〈1|)⊗ |π〉〈π|;

• Cswap =
∑
σ,τ

|τ, σ〉〈σ, τ |;

• Csgn =
∑
σ

(−1)sgn(σ)|σ〉〈σ|.

It is easy to see by explicit calculation that each operator C from the above

proposition satisfies the unitarity condition CC† = C†C = 1 (here, as well as

in the rest of the paper, 1 is the identity operator in the corresponding space).

The first two operations, Cl◦ and Cr◦ , leave the state of the first register

unchanged, while the state of the second is transformed into the state given by
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the “left” and the “right” composition of the two permutations, respectively.

Controlled operation Cπ composes the second-register permutation with π from

the right, while C1 inverts the basis states |0〉 and |1〉 of the first register if

the second is in the state |π〉 (both operations are defined for an arbitrary

permutation, but in the paper we will constrain to cases π ∈ Kn). Finally,

Cswap swaps the states of the two registers, while Csgn changes the sign in

front of the basis vectors |σ〉.

The quantum algorithm presented in [19], Algorithm 7, justifies that given

the private key π one can produce the states (ρ+π )⊗k(n) in polynomial time using

only Hadamard H and the operations defined in Proposition 6.

Algorithm 7 (to generate (ρ+π )⊗k(n) [19]) For the sake of simplicity of the

presentation we consider a fixed n and the case where k(n) = 1. The reader can

easily generalize the argument for k(n) systems.

Input π ∈ Kn.

Output ρ+π =
2

n!

∑
σ∈En

(|σ〉+ |σ ◦ π〉)(〈σ|+ 〈σ ◦ π|).

Step 1. Select a random σ ∈ Sn and prepare the initial state |0〉⊗
|idn〉 ⊗ |σ〉 ∈ C2 ⊗Cn logn ⊗Cn logn.

Step 2. Apply H ⊗ 1⊗ 1.

Step 3. Apply Cπ ⊗ 1.

Step 4. Apply C1 ⊗ 1.

Step 5. Apply 1⊗ Cswap.

Step 6. Apply 1⊗ Cr◦ .

The third register is now in the state |ψ+
π (σ)〉 = 1√

2
(|σ〉 + |σ ◦ π〉). Since σ is

chosen at random, the ensemble of such systems is represented by the mixed

state ρ+π .

Note that it is possible to prepare the state ρ+π as a partial trace of an en-

tangled state. In order to do that, one should start from |0〉|idn〉 1√
n!

∑
σ∈Sn

|σ〉.
Upon applying Steps 1 to 6 of the previous algorithm the overall state becomes

|0〉 1√
n!

∑
σ∈Sn

|σ〉 1√
2
(|σ〉 + |σ ◦ π〉) and the third register is again in the state

ρ+π .

In the next lemma we show that one can easily transform ρ+π into ρ−π , and

vice versa, without knowing π. This property follows immediately from the fact

that π is an odd permutation.
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Lemma 8 ([19]) There exists a polynomial-time quantum algorithm (in fact

Csgn) that, with probability 1, transforms ρ+π into ρ−π and keeps completely mixed

state ρ1 = 1
n!

∑
σ∈Sn

|σ〉〈σ| invariant, for any n = 2(2m+ 1), with m ∈ N, and

any permutation π ∈ Kn.

Indeed, for a pure |ψ+
π (σ)〉, with π ∈ Kn, by applying Csgn we get:

|ψ+
π (σ)〉 =

|σ〉+ |σ ◦ π〉√
2

Csgn−→ (−1)sgn(σ)|σ〉+ (−1)sgn(σ)+1|σ ◦ π〉√
2

= (−1)sgn(σ)|ψ−π (σ)〉.

Notice that determining the sign of a permutation is a computation that can

be done in polynomial time. Furthermore, it is easy to see that this algorithm

leaves ρ1 invariant.

The following algorithm explores the trapdoor property ofQSCDff : given π,

one can distinguish in polynomial time and with probability 1 the quantum states

(ρ+π )⊗k(n) and (ρ−π )⊗k(n) (see [19] for the details of the proof).

Algorithm 9 (distinguishing (ρ+π )⊗k(n) from (ρ−π )⊗k(n)) For the sake of sim-

plicity of the presentation we consider a fixed n and the case where k(n) = 1.

The reader can easily generalize the argument for k(n) systems.

Input π ∈ Kn and a quantum state χπ that is either ρ+π or ρ−π .

Output 0 if χπ = ρ+π , and 1 if χπ = ρ−π .

Step 1. Prepare the system in the state |0〉〈0| ⊗ χπ, where |0〉 ∈
C2.

Step 2. Apply H ⊗ 1.

Step 3. Apply Cπ.

Step 4. Apply again H ⊗ 1.

Step 5. Measure M+ = (0 · |0〉〈0|+ 1 · |1〉〈1|)⊗ 1 and output the

result.

After performing the second step the obtained state is 1
2 |+〉〈+|⊗χπ, with |±〉 =

1√
2
(|0〉± |1〉). Since Cπ(|+〉(|σ〉± |σ ◦ π〉)) = |±〉(|σ〉± |σ ◦ π〉), the overall state

after the third step is |±〉〈±|⊗ρ±π . So, by applying Hadamard on the first register

and measuring it in the computational basis we get the desired outcome.

We have shown that the above algorithm is able to distinguish with certainty

between χπ = (ρ+π )⊗k(n) and χπ = (ρ−π )⊗k(n), using only polynomial quantum
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resources, provided that we use the correct π. We will show later that if χπ′ is

created with a different permutation π′ 6= π, then the answer will be a random

variable with distribution close to uniform (see Theorem 14 for details).

Algorithm 9 provides a computational approach to the problem of distin-

guishing the two states and is suitable for defining the public key scheme pre-

sented in [19]. In our work, due to the nature of the problem at hand, we will

instead consider measurements. We will show next that the result of Algorithm 9

is equivalent to measuring the orthogonal observable

Mπ = 0 · P+
π + 1 · P−π

where
P±π =

∑
σ∈En

∣∣ψ±π (σ)
〉〈
ψ±π (σ)

∣∣
=

1

2

∑
σ∈En

(|σ〉 ± |σ ◦ π〉)(〈σ| ± 〈σ ◦ π|).

Proposition 10 Applying Algorithm 9 with π and measuring Mπ = 0 · P+
π +

1 · P−π are equivalent processes: the probability distribution of the outcomes of

the Algorithm 9 is the same as the probability distribution of the outcomes of

the measurement Mπ, and the resulting states are the same.

As in Algorithm 9, we consider a fixed n and the case where k(n) = 1. The

reader can easily generalize the argument for k(n) systems using M
⊗k(n)
π instead

of Mπ.

Proof: In order to prove this proposition, first notice that by the linearity of

the measurement, it is enough to show the result only for the case of a general

pure |ψ〉. Since for every π the set {|ψ±π (σ)〉 : σ ∈ En} is a basis, we can write

|ψ〉 =
∑
σ∈En

(
c+σ
∣∣ψ+
π (σ)

〉
+ c−σ

∣∣ψ−π (σ)
〉)
.

We first compute the following:

P±π |ψ〉

=
∑
σ∈En

∣∣ψ±π (σ)
〉〈
ψ±π (σ)

∣∣( ∑
σ′∈En

(
c+σ′
∣∣ψ+
π (σ′)

〉
+ c−σ′

∣∣ψ−π (σ′)
〉))

=
∑

σ,σ′∈En

∣∣ψ±π (σ)
〉(
c+σ′
〈
ψ±π (σ)|ψ+

π (σ′)
〉
+c−σ′

〈
ψ±π (σ)|ψ−π (σ′)

〉)
=
∑
σ∈En

c±σ
∣∣ψ±π (σ)

〉
.
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The result of the first 4 Steps of the Algorithm 9 is (|ψ±π (σ)〉 = ±|ψ±π (σπ)〉):

(H ⊗ 1)Cπ(H ⊗ 1)|0〉|ψ〉

=
1√
2

(H ⊗ 1)Cπ(|0〉+ |1〉)|ψ〉

=
(H ⊗ 1)√

2
Cπ

(
|0〉|ψ〉+|1〉

∑
σ∈En

(
c+σ
∣∣ψ+
π (σ)

〉
+c−σ

∣∣ψ−π (σ)
〉))

=
(H ⊗ 1)√

2

(
|0〉|ψ〉+|1〉

∑
σ∈En

(
c+σ
∣∣ψ+
π (σ)

〉
− c−σ

∣∣ψ−π (σ)
〉))

=
|0〉+ |1〉

2

∑
σ∈En

(
c+σ
∣∣ψ+
π (σ)

〉
+ c−σ

∣∣ψ−π (σ)
〉)

+
|0〉 − |1〉

2

∑
σ∈En

(
c+σ
∣∣ψ+
π (σ)

〉
− c−σ

∣∣ψ−π (σ)
〉)

= |0〉
∑
σ∈En

c+σ
∣∣ψ+
π (σ)

〉
+ |1〉

∑
σ∈En

c−σ
∣∣ψ−π (σ)

〉
= |0〉P+

π |ψ〉+ |1〉P−π |ψ〉.

Measuring the first register in the computational basis (Step 5 of Algorithm 9)

collapses the second register (up to a normalization factor) in the state P±π |ψ〉
with probability ||P±π |ψ〉||2, just as if Mπ was measured.

An immediate corollary is that Mπ distinguishes ρ+π and ρ−π with probability

one.

At the end of an oblivious transfer protocol, Bob must know if he received

the message or not. In our protocol, this step is guaranteed by a universal hash

function. These functions map larger strings to strings of smaller size, hence

collisions are unavoidable, i.e., different messages can be mapped to the same

hash. Despite this fact, one can design these functions in such a way that:

• they are computationally efficient, i.e., one can compute its value from a

message in polynomial time;

• hashes are almost equally distributed.

Definition 11 Let A and B be two sets of size a and b, respectively, such that

a > b, and let H be a collection of hash functions h : A→ B. H is said to be a

universal family of hash functions if, for all x, y ∈ A

Pr
h∈H

[h(x) = h(y)] ≤ 1

b
.
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A straightforward consequence of this definition is the following theorem.

Theorem 12 Let A and B be two sets of size a and b, respectively, such that

a > b and let H be a collection of hash functions h : A→ B. If H is a universal

family of hash functions then for any set A′ ⊂ A of size N and for any x ∈ A,

the expected number of collisions between x and other elements in A′ is at most

N/b.

Notice that, in particular, if we request A to contain all strings of length `

and B to have length say ω = b
√
`c, then the number of expected collisions is

2ω = 2b
√
`c, hence the probability of finding a collision is negligible in `. There

are several standard ways to construct universal families of hash functions (see

[9] for examples and details). In this paper, we prove the security of our protocol

for a specific universal family of hash functions that are easy to construct. For

simplicity, we postpone the description of this rather technical detail for the

proof of Theorem 15.

3 The bit-string oblivious transfer protocol

In this section, we present a quantum protocol that achieves oblivious transfer

of a bit-string from Alice to Bob in polynomial time. As already mentioned

in the introduction, oblivious transfer protocol is a protocol in which Alice

sends (transfers) a message m = m1m2 . . .m` of length ` to Bob (during the

transfer phase), which is recovered by him with only 50% of probability during

the opening phase (the transfer is probabilistic). The protocol must satisfy two

additional properties: be concealing, i.e., Bob must not learn m before the

opening phase; and be oblivious, i.e., after the opening phase Alice must not

know with certainty if Bob received m or not. Notice that Bob, unlike Alice,

does know at the end of the protocol if he received the intended message. In the

rest of this section, we present our results in terms of orthogonal measurements

Mπ, which according to Proposition 10 can be realized in polynomial time by

applying Algorithm 9.

Protocol 13 (Bit-string oblivious transfer)

Security parameters ` and n ≥ `.
Message to transfer m = m1 . . .m`.

Universal hash function h : Σ` → Σω.

Secret key π ∈ Kn.
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Transfering phase

Step 1. Alice generates uniformly at random the secret key π ∈
Kn.

Step 2. Using Algorithm 7 with π, and the operation Csgn, she

constructs the state ρmπ = ρm1
π ⊗ ρm2

π ⊗ . . . ⊗ ρm`
π where

ρmi
π = ρ+π if mi = 1, and ρmi

π = ρ−π otherwise.

Step 3. Alice sends ρmπ and y = h(m) to Bob.

Opening phase

Step 4. Bob generates uniformly at random τ ∈ Sn and sends it

to Alice.

Step 5. Alice computes uniformly at random either δ = π ◦ τ or

δ = τ ◦ π, and sends it back to Bob.

Step 6. Bob computes uniformly at random either γ = δ ◦ τ−1 or

γ = τ−1 ◦ δ.
Step 7. Bob measures the observable M⊗`γ on the system given by

Alice, obtaining the result m̃.

Step 8. Bob checks if h(m̃) = y. If so, he concludes that the

message sent by Alice is m̃, i.e., m̃ = m.

Step 9. If Bob got the correct message, he chooses another π′ ∈
Kn and measures the observable M⊗`π′ on the system, ob-

taining result r = r1 . . . r`. If approximately half of the

results ri are different from the corresponding mi, then

Bob accepts the message; otherwise he aborts the protocol

declaring that Alice tried to cheat.

Below, we present an informal analysis of the security of the protocol, while

the rigorous security criterion is given in the statement of Theorem 15. As dis-

cussed in the Introduction, in this paper we only consider the security of the

protocol per se, while the security of complex schemes that use our protocol as

a black box subroutine is to be carried out when analyzing particular realiza-

tions of such schemes. The protocol’s security depends on parameter n through

Theorem 5, which is satisfied asymptotically, i.e. for sufficiently large values of

n. The dependence on ` comes through Probabilistic transfer requirement (see

below Point 2 of Theorems 14 and 15), stated in terms of negligible functions

ε(`), again for sufficiently large values of `. [A function ε(`) is said to be negligi-

ble if ε(`) < 1/p(`) for any polynomial p(`) and sufficiently large `.] Note that,

since we require that n ≥ `, 4 the security of the protocol is stated in terms of

4In fact, we require ` ≤ c1n and n ≤ c2`. To simplify the presentation, we take n ≥ `.
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a negligible function in `: any security bound proven for n is at the same time

a bound for ` (recall that a function is negligible if it scales to zero faster than

the inverse of any polynomial, for sufficiently large value of its argument).

To show that our proposal is a bit-string oblivious transfer protocol we must

prove that:

1. If Alice is honest, then the protocol is computationally concealing, i.e.,

Bob cannot learn the message m before the opening phase. Notice that

this follows directly from the hardness assumption of computational indis-

tinguishability of states ρ+ and ρ− (Theorem 5) and from the fact that the

hash function used for comparison has exponentially many collisions, i.e.,

only with negligible probability Bob can correctly invert h in probabilistic

polynomial time and obtain m.

2. If Alice is honest, then roughly in 50% of the cases Bob will obtain m

(probabilistic transfer). Notice that the acknowledgment that m̃ is correct

is given by the comparison of y with h(m̃);

3. If Bob is honest, then the protocol is oblivious, i.e., Alice cannot learn with

certainty whether Bob got the message m or not. This is a consequence

of the impossibility of faster than light information transmission and it is

ensured by the last step of the protocol. The rationale for Step 9 is to

prevent Alice from cheating by sending a state that would allow her to

know with certainty that Bob would receive the message. We postpone

the discussion of this point for the end of the paper.

Notice that if the order of compositions agree in Steps 5 and 6 of the Protocol,

i.e., Alice and Bob applied respectively τ and τ−1 on the same side, then γ = π;

otherwise, if Alice and Bob applied τ and τ−1 on different sides, then both

γ = τ−1 ◦ π ◦ τ and γ = τ ◦ π ◦ τ−1 belong to Kn but are different from π (in

fact, τ−1 ◦ π ◦ τ = τ ◦ π ◦ τ−1).

Also, due to the properties of hash functions, the probability of two randomly

chosen messages having the same hash value is negligible. Therefore, if in Step 8

of the Protocol h(m̃) = y = h(m), then m̃ is, up to negligible probability, the

actual message m.

Therefore, if both Alice and Bob are honest, then Bob measures with equal

probability either M⊗`π or M⊗`π′ , where π′ = τ ◦ π ◦ τ−1 ∈ Kn for some τ ∈ Sn.

If he measures M⊗`π , then the measurement result m̃ will indeed be equal to m,

which he can confirm by comparing h(m̃) and y. Otherwise, and since π′ does

not match the used π, each single-system measurement will yield a random m̃i,
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and by confirming that h(m̃) 6= y, Bob will know that he did not receive the

intended message.

This way, if both parties are honest, Bob will recover the message with

probability 1/2. We formalize these in the following theorem:

Theorem 14 (Correctness of the Protocol 13) Assume that QSCDff is

polynomially hard even for quantum computers. If Alice and Bob correctly run

Protocol 13 to transfer message m = m1 . . .m` from Alice to Bob, then:

1. (Concealing) Bob cannot infer m before the opening phase except with

negligible probability on `, the size of the message m.

2. (Probabilistic transfer) Bob will receive m with probability 1/2 + ε(`),

where ε(`) is a negligible function.

3. (Oblivious) Alice remains oblivious to the fact that Bob received the mes-

sage.

Proof: We prove each item stated in the theorem separately.

1. Since Bob is honest, he does not perform any quantum operations other

than those prescribed by the protocol. In particular, he does not perform

any measurement on the quantum system received by Alice before the

opening phase. On the other hand, since it is assumed that h is a universal

hash function, trying to recover m by computing the inverse of h is only

possible with negligible probability. In fact, since the hash function h

maps strings of length ` to strings of length ω = b
√
`c, by Theorem 12

one can recover m with probability 2−b
√
`c which is negligible in ` (recall

that by negligible we mean that the probability to recover m scales to zero

faster than the inverse of any polynomial in the length of the message).

2. It is easy to see that after Step 6 of Protocol 13, γ = π with probability

1/2 if both Alice and Bob make their choices in Steps 5 and 6 at random,

and Bob chooses τ uniformly at random.

For γ = π, the result that the measurement M⊗`π (ρmπ ) equals m follows

from Proposition 10.

It remains to show that when γ = π′ 6= π, by performing the measurement

M⊗`γ , the probability of recovering m from the quantum state ρmπ sent

by Alice is negligible. First we prove that for any σ the result of the
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measurement of M `
π′ is random. Observe that

P±π′(
∣∣ψ+
π (σ)

〉
) =

∑
σ′∈En

∣∣ψ±π′(σ′)〉 〈ψ±π′(σ′)|ψ+
π (σ)

〉
=
∑
σ′∈En

(|σ′〉 ± |σ′ ◦ π′〉)(〈σ′| ± 〈σ′ ◦ π′|)(|σ〉+ |σ ◦ π〉)
2
√

2

=
∑
σ′∈En

(|σ′〉±|σ′◦π′〉)(〈σ′|σ〉+〈σ′|σ◦π〉±〈σ′◦π′|σ〉±〈σ′◦π′|σ◦π〉)
2
√

2

=


∑
σ′∈En

(|σ′〉±|σ′◦π′〉)(〈σ′|σ〉+〈σ′◦π′|σ ◦ π〉)
2
√

2
, if σ ∈ En∑

σ′∈En

(|σ′〉±|σ′◦π′〉)(〈σ′|σ◦π〉±〈σ′◦π′|σ〉)
2
√

2
, if σ ∈ On

=
1

2
√

2
(|σ〉 ± |σ ◦ π′〉+ |σ ◦ π〉 ± |σ ◦ π ◦ π′〉)

=
1

2
(
∣∣ψ±π′(σ)

〉
±
∣∣ψ±π′(σ ◦ π ◦ π′)〉

=
1√
2

(
1√
2

(
∣∣ψ±π′(σ)

〉
±
∣∣ψ±π′(σ ◦ π ◦ π′)〉)) .

Since
∣∣ψ±π′(σ)

〉
and

∣∣ψ±π′(σ ◦ π ◦ π′)〉 are orthogonal, the vector 1√
2
(
∣∣ψ±π′(σ)

〉
±∣∣ψ±π′(σ ◦ π ◦ π′)〉) is a unit one and ||P±π′(ψ+

π )||2 = 1/2. Hence, the proba-

bility of recovering ± from ρ+π is

Prob(+;Mπ′ , ρ
+
π ) = Tr[P+

π′ρ
+
π P

+
π′ ]

=
2

n!

∑
σ∈En

Tr[P+
π′

∣∣ψ+
π′(σ)

〉〈
ψ+
π′(σ)

∣∣P+
π′ ]

=
2

n!

∑
σ∈En

||P+
π′(ψ

+
π )||2 =

1

2

and similarly Prob(−;Mπ′ , ρ
+
π ) = 1

2 . Mutatis mutandis we also have that

Prob(±;Mπ′ , ρ
−
π ) = 1

2 . Hence, by measuring M⊗`π′ on ρmπ the probability

of recovering m is negligible in `.

To conclude the proof of the second item we need to show that Bob aborts

the protocol in Step 9 only with negligible probability.

Notice that to reach Step 9, where Bob aborts the protocol, he must

had run successfully the verification in Step 7. This implies that Bob

performed the measurement with the correct trapdoor π, hence the state

stayed invariant, i.e., it is still ρmπ . If Bob chooses in Step 9 random

π′ 6= π, then the probability of recovering each bit of the message, as

just seen above, is equal to 1/2 and so, by a simple binomial argument,
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the probability of having a significant difference from half of the states is

negligible on `.

3. Notice that Alice must send a permutation δ, such that both δ ◦ τ−1

and τ−1 ◦ δ are from Kn. Bob’s choice to compose δ with τ−1 on the

left, or on the right, is random and unknown to Alice: after sending

δ there is no more communication between Alice and Bob and there is

no information transmission from Bob to Alice. Therefore, the choice

of Bob’s measurement observable M⊗`γ is also unknown to Alice as well:

Alice cannot know if Bob has obtained the message m, or not.

Finally we prove the security of the protocol. In the description of the

protocol, only the encrypted message is sent as a state of a quantum system

(ρmπ ), while the hash value h(m) is sent as a classical information. Nevertheless,

even if joint quantum measurements on both systems carrying the encrypted

message and the hash value were allowed, this would not give advantage to a

cheating Bob.

Let Hm and Hh be the Hilbert spaces of the systems carrying the encrypted

message and the hash value h(m), respectively. In the following, we show that

performing joint measurements over the entire Hilbert space Hmh = Hm ⊗Hh
cannot achieve better cheating efficiency than an optimal strategy involving only

measurements on sub-systems given by Hm and Hh.

After the transferring phase, Bob’s description of the joint system received

from Alice is given by the quantum state (recall that hash-values are bit-strings

of length ω):

ρB =
1

|Kn|
∑
π

1

2k

∑
m

ρmπ ⊗ |h(m)〉〈h(m)|

=
1

|Kn|
∑
π

1

2ω

∑
h

 1

2k−ω

∑
mh∈h−1

ρmh
π

⊗ |h〉〈h|.
Note that states |h〉 ∈ Hh are orthogonal to each other (they are fully distin-

guishable).

The aim of a cheating Bob is to discriminate among |Kn| · 2k states {ρmπ ⊗
|h(m)〉〈h(m)|}. The optimal probability of success of the joint-measurement

discrimination strategy is the expected success probability of the same strategy

when applied on the systems from sub-ensembles, each having the same hash-

value h: pJsucc =
∑
h 2−ωpJsucc(h), where pJsucc(h) is the success probability

of the joint-measurement strategy for the sub-ensemble given by a fixed hash

value h. Each such sub-ensemble consists of |Kn| · 2k−ω uncorrelated product
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states {ρmh
π ⊗ |h〉〈h| : mh ∈ h−1}, with the hash value h being the same for

all elements of the sub-ensemble. Thus, the success probability of the joint-

measurement strategy for each sub-ensemble is at most the optimal success

probability of discriminating between the states {ρmh
π } having the same hash

value h. Since states |h〉 are orthogonal to each other, by performing the sub-

system measurements only (first measuring onto Hh in the {|h〉} basis, and then

performing an optimal discrimination measurement onto Hm), Bob can achieve

the optimal probability of discriminating among the states {ρmπ ⊗|h(m)〉〈h(m)|}.

Therefore, one can assume that Bob is allowed to perform quantum measure-

ments only on the system that carries the encrypted message. Below, we prove

the protocol’s security. We emphasize that the concealing and oblivious prop-

erties are satisfied against arbitrary cheating strategies of Alice and Bob, while

the transfer is probabilistic as long as Bob is restricted to perform a few-qubit

coherent measurements.

Theorem 15 (Security) Assume that QSCDff is polynomially hard even for

a quantum computer. The Protocol 13 is secure against cheating, i.e.

1. (Concealing) If Alice is honest, then even if he cheats, Bob cannot in

polynomial time learn m before the opening phase, unless with negligible

probability on `.

2. (Probabilistic transfer) If Alice is honest, and Bob is restricted to few-

qubit coherent measurements, then he will receive m with probability 1/2+

ε(`), where ε(`) is a negligible function.

3. (Oblivious) If Bob is honest, then Alice cannot learn with certainty if he

received the message even if she tries to cheat.

Proof:

1. Notice that upon receiving a system from Alice the only thing Bob can

do in order to learn its state (and hence the message m) is to simply

“look” at it, i.e., perform a measurement in order to distinguish between

ρ+π and ρ−π (without knowing π). The concealing property follows di-

rectly from Theorem 5 proved in [19], which states that distinguishing

ρ+π from ρ−π without knowing π is polynomially hard even for a quantum

computer. In other words, under the assumption that QSCDff is poly-

nomially hard for a quantum computer, only with negligible probability

one can, without knowing π, prepare in polynomial time a measurement

that can distinguish ρ+π from ρ−π with non-negligible advantage (i.e., the
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two states are (quantum) computationally indistinguishable). Moreover, if

our Protocol 13 were not concealing, i.e., there would exist a (quantum)

polynomial-time strategy that distinguishes ρ+π from ρ−π , which could be

used to devise an attack to the crypto-system developed in [19]. This is

strongly believed to be false, since otherwise the power of quantum com-

puters would be much stronger that it is conjectured by the community.

For this reason, it is enough to show that Bob cannot learn (unless with

negligible probability) neither π, nor the message m.

Notice that since Alice does not send π, the probability that Bob guesses

the correct π is negligible on ` (since in the protocol we assume n ≥ `):

the size of Kn is

|Kn| =
n!

(n/2)!
,

which is already for n = 10 huge enough for practical purposes. Note that

the additional information provided by Alice, the hash value h(m), cannot

help Bob recovering the message m, for suitable chosen universal family of

hash functions. First, we prove the concealing property using a particular

hash function. Then, we show that the same is valid for a whole universal

family of hash functions.

The message m can be divided into ω = b
√
`c consecutive blocks of bits

m̄i (i = 1, . . . , ω), each of the same length b
√
`c: m = m̄1 . . . m̄ω. The

bits hi(m) of the hash function are given by the parity of the i-th block

of the message m: h1(m) = m1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ mω, etc. Note that each bit of

h(m) is independent of each other and depends only on specific block m̄i

of size ω. Therefore, if h(m) would allow to recover m with some non-

negligible probability p, then h1(m) alone would help to recover m̄1 =

m1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ mω, with the same probability p. Such cheating strategy is

impossible, assuming that the cryptographic system presented in [19] is

secure.

Note that if a cryptographic system is computationally secure for coding

a message m of length `, then it must be computationally secure when

encrypting a polynomially shorter message, say m̄1. Then, by guessing

the parity of m̄1, and using the above cheating strategy, one would be

able to break the crypto system with non-negligible probability p/2.

From the above hash function h, it is easy to define the whole universal

family of hash functions, indexed by permutations from S`, for which

the concealing property is satisfied. Given α ∈ S`, one can define the

hash function hα(m) = hidn(mα(1) . . .mα(`)), where hidn is the above h.
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Obviously, the concealing property is valid for the whole set {hα|α ∈
S`/Sω} of universal hash functions.

2. Suppose Bob is restricted to perform single-qubit measurements (for a

recent version of quantum digital signatures secure against single-qubit

measurements, see [14, 10]), and the hash function is given as in previous

item 1 of this theorem. Note that upon receiving δ from Alice, Bob knows

both π and π′ = τ ◦ π ◦ τ−1, but does not know which of the two was used

by Alice to encrypt the message m into the quantum state given to him.

The bit value hi(m) = hi(m̄i) of the hash h(m) is the parity of the corre-

sponding block m̄i. For each bit of the block m̄i, say the first bit, its value

is completely uncorrelated with hi(m̄i), unless one knows the values of

all other bits: in order for the measurement observable on the first qubit

to be a function of the hash value, Bob needs to know the values of all

other bits from that block. On the other hand, within the remaining ω−1

bits, each one is completely uncorrelated with the others, and the hash

value hi(m̄i) (since the value of the first bit is not known). Therefore,

Bob’s choice of the single-qubit measurement observable on each of the

remaining ω − 1 qubits is independent on the hash value.

Moreover, the fact that the same secret key π is used to encrypt all bits

of the message, thus establishing correlations between single-qubit states,

cannot help Bob in choosing the optimal cheating observable: since for

each pair (π, π′) the states ρbπ and ρbπ′ (with b = 0, 1) are not fully distin-

guishable, and Bob will, unless he chooses to measure the right Mπ (which

can happen only with probability 1/2), inevitably obtain wrong results for

single bits 5. Nevertheless, he can know that he obtained wrong bit val-

ues only upon performing measurements on all qubits of a single block.

Therefore, Bob is forced to perform the same measurement on each of

qubits of a single block (with possible exception of the last one), which is

a function of both π and π′ (and, as shown above, not h(m)).

Let that measurement be given by the (orthogonal) observable M = 0 ·
P+ + 1 · P−. In order to achieve Prob(+;M,ρ+π/π′) = 1 (i.e., recover the

bit value 0 encoded in the state ρ+π/π′), the eigenspace H+ for the value

0 of the observable M must contain the ranges of ρ+π/π′ , given by the

5Note that the strategy of randomly choosing the permutation and performing measure-

ments accordingly within a single block, gives Bob a chance that, with probability 1/2, confirm

that the choice was wrong. This way, even if his choice was wrong, Bob will, with probability

exponentially close to 1, learn all of m but a few first blocks. Nevertheless, even in the best

case scenario (only the first block m̄1 is wrongly decrypted), there are exponentially many (in

fact, 2
√
`−1) possible messages that Alice could have sent.
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eigenspacesH+
π/π′ of the observables Mπ/π′ : H+

π ∪H+
π′ ⊆ H+. As proven in

item 2 of previous Theorem, Prob(±;Mπ′ , ρ
+
π ) = Prob(±;Mπ′ , ρ

−
π ) = 1/2

(and analogously when measuring Mπ on ρ±π′): the eigenspaces of the

two observables Mπ and Mπ′ corresponding to two different outcomes 0

and 1 are not orthogonal to each other, and thus the two projectors P+

and P− cannot be orthogonal. As a consequence, for each pair π, π′ ∈
Kn, the probability q of distinguishing between {ρ+π , ρ+π′} and {ρ−π , ρ−π′}
(i.e., inferring the bit value) is strictly smaller than 1. Therefore, the

probability of recovering the remaining ω − 1 bits, and thus the whole

block, is negligible (of the order of q−ω).

The above argument can be extended to few-qubits measurements. As-

sume Bob can perform two-qubit measurements with four possible out-

comes 00, 01, 10, and 11, used to infer four distinct two-bit messages. Fol-

lowing the above analysis, in order to perfectly infer a two-bit message, say

00, the corresponding eigenspace H00 of the Bob’s observable must satisfy

H00
π ∪H00

π′ ⊆ H00, where H00
π = H0

π⊗H0
π, etc. Again, since the eigenspaces

Hsπ and Hs′π′ , corresponding to two different two-bit strings s and s′, are

not orthogonal to each other, there is a finite optimal (expected) proba-

bility q of distinguishing between different two-bit strings which, for large

enough blocks, results in negligible cheating probability (Bob can increase

the 1/2 probability of learning the overall message sent by Alice by only

a negligible amount).

Note that as the size of a string that can be coherently measured increases

(the number L of qubits that can be coherently measured), the eigenspaces

Hsπ and Hs′π′ , corresponding to two different L-bit strings s and s′, become

more and more closer to orthogonal. In order to know how long a block

should be, such that for a given L Bob’s probability to cheat is negligible,

i. e. find ω = ω(L), one has to solve the equation [q(L)]ω/L = ε(ω),

where q(L) is the (expected) probability of distinguishing between two

L-bit strings, and ε(ω) is a negligible function. A detailed analysis of the

relationship between the length ω of the block m̄ (and thus the length

` = ω2 of the overall message m) and the size L of disposable coherent

measurements is a matter of further study.

3. To finish the argument of the security of Protocol 13 we show that the

protocol is unconditionally oblivious against a cheating Alice, i.e., there

is no strategy for Alice which would enable her to know with certainty

if Bob received the message m or not. This is ensured by the last step

of the protocol. Notice that since Alice cannot know beforehand which

permutation τ will be chosen by Bob, nor she knows which γ Bob choses
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in Step 6 of the protocol, she does not know which measurement M⊗`γ ,

with γ ∈ Kn, is performed by Bob in Step 7. Therefore, in order to know

if Bob received the message m, she must prepare a state ρm that leads

to the same answer m regardless of the measurement selected by Bob.

Obviously, in order to satisfy the requirement that Bob learns m in 50%

of the cases, she sends uniformly at random either ρm, in which case she

knows with certainty that Bob got the message, or a completely mixed

state (1/n!)⊗`, in which case she knows with certainty that Bob does not

get the message except with negligible probability. So, if Alice wants to

be non-oblivious, she needs to prepare states that give with certainty the

same result for every measurement Mπ, and are thus invariant, which is

the reason for introducing Step 9. If Bob got the correct message, he

can recheck that Alice did not use this cheating strategy by performing

another measurement of the same kind but with a different π′. Since the

state sent by Alice has to be invariant for any measurement, measuring

the state with this π′ will lead to the same result as the original choice

and Bob will thus abort the protocol.

4 Conclusions

Oblivious transfer is an important primitive for designing cryptographic proto-

cols and secure multiparty computation schemes. In this paper we proposed a

polynomial-time quantum protocol for oblivious transfer of a bit-string from Al-

ice to Bob based on the QSCDff state distinguishability problem. We showed

that, assuming QSCDff to be polynomially hard even for a quantum com-

puter, our protocol is computationally concealing, unconditionally oblivious,

and achieves the goal of transferring information with probability close to 1/2, as

long as Bob can perform only few-qubit coherent measurements (while security

against most general coherent attacks performed on all qubits of the message

is left as an open question). The oblivious and the probabilistic transferring

properties rely on the laws of quantum mechanics, while the acknowledgment

of the message transfer is ensured by the use of hash functions. Note that, in

general, one may not need to use hash functions. For example, if the message

sent by Alice is of a particular type, say an NP -problem (e.g. SAT or some

hard optimization problem), then there is no need to encode the message in the

hash value: Bob can verify if he received the message by simply checking if it

is the solution of the problem. Also if the message sent by Alice is a binary

code of some text in a human language, then the verification of the meaningful

information serves as acknowledgment.
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